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Abstract: A method for public service design, which enables designers to realize high-value
added service design by considering plural different customer groups in parallel, is proposed.
In General, service designs focus on specific customers. However, because of the diversity
of customer requirements, it is difficult to design a public service that addresses the
requirements of all customers. To achieve higher customer satisfaction, it is imperative to
summarize the requirements of various customers and design a service by considering
customers belonging to different categories. In this article, we propose a method that enables
highly public service development by considering groups of various customers and minimizing
customer dissatisfaction by adopting a group-decision-making approach. As a consequence,
improvement of effectiveness of highly public service development can be expected.
Keywords: public service design; service engineering; customer requirement; customer
satisfaction; group-decision-making

1. Introduction
Environmental problems have grown in importance over the last couple of decades. Consequently,
society should reduce its production and consumption volumes of artifacts to an adequate, manageable
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size without decreasing the current quality of life. To this end, it would be effective to pursue
qualitative satisfaction rather than quantitative sufficiency and thus decouple economic growth from
material and energy consumption [1]. For this purpose, manufacturing companies are starting to
recognize that services and knowledge provided through a product are more important than the product
itself [2]. As a result, “Product-Service System (PSS),” [3,4] which create value by coupling a physical
product and a service, have been attracting attention. From the viewpoint of offering products in
combination with services, value is always determined by customers [2]. Designers, therefore, need to
focus more on customers to understand the objectives of their tasks, that is, the context in which the
product/service will be used, and the type of user.
The authors of this paper have conducted conceptual research on service design from an engineering
viewpoint. This field of research is called Service Engineering (e.g., [5]). Its objective is to provide a
fundamental understanding of services as well as concrete engineering methodologies that can be used
to design and evaluate services. Service Engineering differs from conventional engineering. Conventional
engineering focuses on achieving product functionality. As a result, analysis of customer requirements
is excluded in the process. In the design methodology proposed by Service Engineering, however, the
design target represents what the customer values. Therefore, the design process includes procedures to
understand the target customer and to extract his/her requirements. However, difficulties remain with
deciding which requirements should be investigated, particularly in public services [6,7].
This is due to public services having non-excludability as their central feature; no one can be
effectively excluded from receiving the service [6,7]. In public services, various types of customer
categories must be included, and requirements vary from customer to customer. In order to achieve
high value-added services with limited resources, it is necessary to analyze various customer requirements
and prioritize them in an effective manner.
According to this background, the paper proposes a method to prioritize customer categories
and their requirements by adopting the approach of group decision-making [8]. In addition, the
proposed method includes the portfolio analysis that compares the priority of customer categories and
their requirements.
The effectiveness of this method is demonstrated by its application to the example of an elevator
renewal service.
2. Representation of Customer Requirements
2.1. Customer Requirements
In Service Engineering, a service is defined as an activity undertaken by a service provider to
change the state of a service receiver [5]. Note that the term “service” is used in a broad sense, and
thus the design target includes not only intangible human activities but also tangible products in a
manner similar to PSS.
According to the definition, a receiver is satisfied when his/her state changes to a new desirable
state. Since the value of a service is determined by the receiver, service design should be based on the
resulting state change of the receiver. For design purposes, it is necessary to find a method to express
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the state changes of the receiver. The target receiver’s state in service design is represented as a set of
parameters called receiver state parameters (RSPs) [5].
In the same manner as Service Engineering, in this study, requirements of customer categories can
be represented by a set of RSPs.
2.2. Customer Categories
In the process of Service Engineering’s extraction of RSPs, the concept of “persona” [9] is adopted
to describe a representative customer in the form of personal information. The concept of persona is
frequently used in the practical design of software interfaces. The persona is a tool to give a simplified
description of a customer, and it works as a compass in a design process. In Service Engineering, the
first step toward realizing a service design is expressing a persona. Then, designers identify and extract
customer requirements (i.e., RSPs) from the personas.
In this study, a persona is described as a representative person in each customer category, and then
the extraction of RSPs is conducted on the basis of each persona.
3. A Method for Negotiating Various Customer Requirements
3.1. Prioritizing Customer Categories
As mentioned above, in order to achieve high value-added public services with limited resources, it
is necessary to prioritize various customer requirements. However, a service aiming to satisfy the
requirements of particular customer categories may preclude achieving the requirements of the others.
To solve this problem, this study adopts the group decision-making stress method [8].
The group decision-making stress method proposes a service plan that minimizes the overall
dissatisfaction (group decision-making stress) of all group members on the basis of the original
evaluation of the decision-makers and their priority. In this study, a decision-maker corresponds to a
customer category, i.e., a persona. In addition, the original evaluation is represented as importance for
extracted RSPs rated by each persona. According to the group decision-making stress method, the
overall dissatisfaction for a service plan (S) is defined as the sum of the distances between individual
opinions and the group opinion. The value of S is calculated with Equations (1)–(3).
(1)

(2)

(3)
i:
j:
xij:
wi:

a customer category (a persona) (i = 1, 2, 3, …, n)
items of RSPs (j = 1, 2, 3, …, m)
importance of RSP j for customer categoryi
priority of customer categoryi
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ej: ensemble mean of RSPj
Since xij expresses the requirement of each customer category, this variable is considered a fixed
value. As such, in Equations (1)–(3), wi is the only adaptable variable. This study assumes that wi
which minimizes S (hereinafter referred to as wi*) is the rational priority to be obtained. Concretely,
wi* can be derived by using the method of Lagrange multipliers which is an optimization method to
find the local maxima and minima of a function subject to equality constraints. In this study,
Equation (3) is the target function of optimization and Equation (1) is the constraint. λ is assumed to be
Lagrange multiplier. As a result, the rational priority wi* is calculated with Equations (4)–(6).

(4)

(5)

(6)

In addition, by substituting the calculated wi* into Equation (2), service designers obtain the
importance of RSPs in consideration of the priority of each customer category.
3.2. Quantifying Requirements of Each Customer Category
In order to understand the difference between the requirements of each customer category, this
study proposes the opinion score. The opinion scores provide a summary of customer requirements,
i.e., the importance of RSPs. For the calculation of the opinion score, the “Quantification Theory, type
three” [10] is adopted. This is one of the methods used for multidimensional data analysis and is
adopted when the analysis element cannot be expressed quantitatively. The opinion score is determined
by a certain axis that has the highest correlation with the importance of RSPs. If the opinion scores for
different customer categories are close, it implies that the opinions of these customers are similar in
some aspects.
3.3. Portfolio Analysis
Finally, according to the results of quantification of the priority for each customer category and
their opinion score, portfolio analysis is conducted. The distribution of the customer categories is
displayed using their opinion scores as horizontal axes and priority as vertical axes.
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The results of portfolio analysis enable service designers to understand the distribution of customer
categories. This information is useful to determine the target requirements that should be investigated
in the service, as well as achieve consensus of various customer categories by using visualized
representations of their position.
4. Application
In this section, the proposed method is applied to an elevator renewal service for a condominium
building where its residents correspond to customers. Since all residents use an elevator, its renewal
service needs to consider their requirements and propose new elevator functions and a maintenance
plan appropriate for a limited budget. In this sense, an elevator renewal service can be regarded as a
kind of a public service. The condition of the condominium building is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Information about the condominium building.
- The building has two elevators.
- The environment around the building is peaceful.
- The building has a self-locking gate, but a low fence.
- Safety is comparatively good, but a suspicious person was seen recently.
- The residents are mostly close-knit families.
- There are some elderly couples and single occupants.
- The building is a 10-min walking distance from the nearest train station.

The purpose of this application is to analyze resident requirements and prioritize and quantify them.
Additionally, this application shows the distribution of the residents’ requirements visually.
To begin, in this application, eight personas corresponding to resident categories were determined.
Table 2 shows the demographic and psychological data pertaining to each persona. Next, requirement
Table 2. Demographic and psychological data of each persona.
Persona
number

Name

Age,
gender

Family

Career

Personality

P1

Ichiro Tanaka

75, male

Wife

No
Occupation

Proud

P2

Hideki Nakamura

31, male

None

Employee

Hot-tempered,
Introvert

P3

Hidetoshi
Kurosawa

34, male

None

Employee

Nervous, Earnest

P4

Anna Kimura

75, female

Husband

Homemaker

P5
P6

Ai Kikuchi
Akira Watanabe

17, female
51, male

Student
Employee

P7

Rinko Takahashi

24, female

Employee

Introvert, Alarmist

P8

Chiaki Asada

35, female

Both parents
Father
Both parents and
a sister
Husband and two
children

Does things at her
own pace
Gregarious, Alarmist
Sedate, Aggregative

Homemaker

Strong sense of
responsibility
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Table 3. The extracted receiver state parameters (RSP) items and relevant personas.

R1:
R2:
R3:
R4:
R5:
R6:
R7:

RSPs
Interpersonal safety (i.e., customer requirement for not permitting
a suspicious individual to enter the elevator)
System safety
Comfort in the elevator
Convenience inside the elevator (i.e., customer requirement for
setting the maximum load the elevator can carry)
Convenience outside the elevator (i.e., customer requirement for
the elevator to come immediately to the desired floor when the
user presses the button)
Elevator design
Communication around the elevator

Personas
P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8
P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8
P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8
P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8
P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8
P4, P5, P7
P1, P4, P5, P6

analysis [5] was conducted, and then seven types of requirements were extracted as RSPs. The
extracted RSP items and relevant personas are shown in Table 3. The importance of the RSP for each
persona was obtained by pair comparison, i.e., comparison of each RSP with the other six RSPs. The
consistency ratio of the comparison results was calculated and checked. Table 4 shows the importance
of each RSP in a given persona. The importance of the RSPs that are not owned by the persona is
assumed to be 0, and these RSPs were not considered in the pair comparison. Therefore, only the RSPs
owned by a given persona were used for pair comparison.
Table 4. Importance of the RSPs for each persona.
Persona
number
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

R1
0.141
0.068
0.049
0.188
0.266
0.458
0.353
0.376

R2
0.037
0.065
0.041
0.325
0.391
0.036
0.306
0.307

RSP number and its importance
R3
R4
R5
0.068
0.382
0.169
0.424
0.119
0.324
0.240
0.155
0.515
0.035
0.119
0.095
0.122
0.046
0.041
0.049
0.110
0.127
0.057
0.056
0.066
0.067
0.176
0.074

R6
0
0
0
0.111
0.104
0
0.162
0

R7
0.203
0
0
0.128
0.031
0.220
0
0

Next, the priority of each persona and their opinion score were calculated. In addition to the opinion
scores of each persona, Table 5 shows the priorities and the degree of deviation of each score from the
mean (12.5%). Table 6 compares two types of importance for each RSP. The upper row in Table 6
shows importance for each RSP calculated without the priority by using the arithmetic mean. The
lower row shows importance for each RSP weighted by the priority.
Table 7 compares two values: the overall dissatisfaction (S) of personas calculated without the
priority, and dissatisfaction in consideration of the priority of each persona.
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Table 5. Priority of each persona and their opinion score.

Persona number
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

Priority
12.5%
9.7%
8.6%
16.7%
13.7%
11.5%
13.9%
13.4%

Degree of deviation from the mean
0.0%
–2.8%
–3.9%
+4.2%
+1.2%
–1.0%
+1.4
+0.9%

Opinion score
0.197
0.204
0.211
0.232
0.265
0.269
0.274
0.303

Table 6. Comparison between two types of importance for each RSP.

Arithmetic average
After prioritizing

R1
0.237
0.248

R2
0.188
0.210

R3
0.133
0.116

RSPs
R4
0.145
0.143

R5
0.176
0.152

R6
0.047
0.055

R7
0.073
0.076

Table 7. Comparison between two types of overall dissatisfaction.
Overall dissatisfaction
without the priority
0.0128

Overall dissatisfaction in
consideration of the priorities
0.0117

Finally, portfolio analysis was carried out. In Figure 1, the distribution of eight personas is shown
along with the priority (vertical axis) and the opinion score (horizontal axis).
Figure 1. Distribution of the personas.
0.18

(b)

Priority

0.16

P4

0.14

P8

0.12
P6

P2

0.10

(a)

0.08

(c)

P7
P5

P1

P3

0.06
0.04
0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

Opinion score

5. Discussion
In this application, the residents were analyzed to extract their requirements and prioritize and
quantify them. Additionally, this application shows the distribution of the residents’ requirements
visually. From the data shown in Table 5, we can see that P4, P5, and P7 have high priorities (16.7%,
13.7%, and 13.9%, respectively). On the other hand, the scores for P2 and P3 are very low, 9.7% and
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8.6%, respectively. Therefore, for the calculation of importance of RSPs for all the residents, the
importance of RSPs for P4, P5, and P7 are given high priority, and those of P2 and P3 are given low
priority in this application. This is due to the opinions of P4, P5, and P7 being closer to the group
opinion than are the opinions of P2 and P3.
From Table 6, which compares the importance of RSPs calculated without the priorities with that
weighted by the priorities, it is clear that the importance of all RSPs is changed. However, the rank
order of the importance of the RSPs does not change. Therefore, service designers should first consider
the safety of the system. As shown in Table 7, overall resident dissatisfaction obtained by considering
the priorities (0.0117) is approximately 8.2% lower than that obtained without considering the
priorities (0.0128). This indicates that our method can be used to more reasonably decide the
importance of RSPs for all residents by prioritizing them.
With regard to the distribution of the personas shown in Figure 1, the eight personas are divided
into three groups: P1–P3 (Figure 1a), P4 (Figure 1b), and P5–P8 (Figure 1c). The importance of R2
(system safety) is low in group P1–P3. On the other hand, in the P5–P8 group, the importance of R1
(interpersonal safety) is high. This indicates that our method can extract common features of the groups.
This application revealed that the result of portfolio analysis enables service designers to determine
the target requirements that should be investigated in the service. This method can extract the features
of an actual customer by reflecting the actual customer requirements. Furthermore, by showing the
customer distribution and grading scores to the customers, differences between the requirements of
various customers can be eliminated. In other words, this method can be used to obtain a consensus
among the customers and to decrease customer dissatisfaction.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a customer requirements summarizing method that focuses on
minimizing the dissatisfaction between customers belonging to various categories. The application
results indicated the rationality of this method.
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